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Spin diffusion in resolved solid-state NMR spectra
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Spectral spin diffusion in resolved solid-state NMR spectra is analyzed for various types of sys-
tems, including dipolar coupled spin-+ systems in the presence of extraneous spins, and systems of
quadrupolar spins with and without an additional dipolar reservoir. Diffusion of Zeeman and qua-
drupolar order via single-quantum and double-quantum spin-diffusion mechanisms is considered.
Special attention is paid to the frequency offset dependence of the spin-diffusion rate. The theoreti-
cal predictions are verified by spin-diffusion measurements using two-dimensional spectroscopy
techniques for 1 3 C  deuterium, and 14N resonance in single crystals.

I. INTRODUCTION

The term spin diffusion has been introduced by Bloem-
bergen1 in order to describe the transport of spin order
through a crystalline lattice in the presence of a spin tem-
perature gradient caused by relaxation of nuclear spins by
paramagnetic impurities. Such a process transports spin
polarization between spatially separated equivalent spins
and is called spatial spin diffusion, while an exchange of
polarization between spins with different resonance fre-
quencies may be considered as a diffusion process in fre-
quency space leading to spectral spin diffusion. Both pro-
cesses are results of the same basic interaction, the
dipole-dipole couplings of nuclear spins, but their observa-
tion is different. Changes in the spatial distribution of
spin polarization are detected indirectly by measuring de-
viations from exponentiality during the relaxation process,
while spectral spin diffusion is observed directly as an ex-
change of magnetization between resolved resonance lines.

with the transfer of population between spins with dif-
ferent resonance frequencies. Therefore, energy conserva-
tion requires particular attention. Several mechanisms
have been proposed in the past which satisfy the principle
of energy conservation, either by the cooperation of ex-
traneous spins23 or by multiple-quantum spin f l i p s . 2 4 , 2 5

Spectral spin diffusion among resolved resonances has
particular experimental appeal for tracing out the path-
ways of diffusion. It yields information on the spatial
proximity of uniquely identified sites and provides an at-
tractive tool to study the structure of solids. Such tech-
niques are aimed not so much at the investigation of crys-
talline materials which can well be studied by diffraction
methods (especially if single crystals are available), but
rather to obtain information on amorphous and hetero-
geneous solids, such as glasses and heterogeneous poly-
mers *,14,16 17

The diffusion of spin order is responsible for numerous
phenomena which are of importance both for measure-
ment techniques (for example, in Hartmann-Hahn cross
polarizationz-4J as well as for the understanding of relax-
ation phenomena.5- l1 Spin diffusion can be used to ob-
tain information about spatial proximity in solids12-‘7 in
analogy to the nuclear Overhauser effect in liquids.‘8-22

To exploit the full potential of spectral spin-diffusion
measurements, two-dimensional (2D) spectroscopy is a
prerequisite. It not only maximizes the content and flux
of information, but also facilitates the measurements and
makes them truly routine (although sometimes rather time
consuming). Several examples of 2D spin-diffusion mea-
surements have recently been published.14-17$23V26

Spin diffusion requires energy-conserving processes
which transport order between different spins. As long as
the involved transition frequencies are degenerate, flip-
flop processes mediated by the dipolar interaction are en-
ergy conserving and the Zeeman order of individual spins
is no longer a constant of motion. It participates in a col-
lective process which leads to an oscillatory exchange of
order between coupled spins. The process may be strongly
damped by additional neighbor interactions.

The spectral separation of the different sites can be due
to chemical shifts exceeding the dipolar linewidth, as in
13C resonance or quadmpolar interactions which are nor-
mally strong enough to dominate the spectrum. In the
past, deuterium and 14N spin diffusion has been investi-
gated. 107*1*23325 In combination with multiple pulse scal-
ing of dipolar interactions and magic angle sample spin-
ning, spectral spin-diffusion measurements are feasible
also for strongly coupled proton and fluorine systems. l7

The situation is different in the case of resolved or par-
tially overlapping resonance lines where s

?
in diffusion has

also been experimentally verified.lo~ll~’ >23 The dipole-
dipole interaction between the two spins which exchange
polarization is in this case too weak to compensate for the
change in the Zeeman energy of the system associated

In this paper we present a theoretical analysis of spec-
tral spin diffusion for resolved resonance lines. We dis-
cuss and compare the various remedies which nature
might use to satisfy the law of energy conservation. We
support the theoretical considerations by new experimen-
tal data. The experiments which are presented have all
been performed on single crystals. This turned out to be
indispensable for a quantitative test of the theoretical pre-
dictions.
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II. KINETICS OF SPECTRAL DIFFUSION

A. Basic formalism

The transport of spin order between different types of
spins is most appropriately described by a set of coupled
rate equations for the expectation values of the relevant
observables. The number of such observables may become
large in complicated spin systems. We will see, however,
that it is often sufficient to concentrate on a small number
of operators to obtain transport equations for the observ-
ables of interest. The formulation, as well as the
mathematical tools, are closely analogous to those used in
the theory of relaxation, with the relevant part of the sys-
tem coupled not to the molecular lattice motions but to a
heat bath consisting of the dipolar spin interactions. The
interaction between system and environment is described
by a deterministic quantum-mechanical formulation. The
irreversibility which characterizes the spin-diffusion pro-
cess enters through a perturbation treatment and through
the concentration on a small number of observables.

We will develop the formalism for the exchange of po-
larization between two spins Sr and ,_$, coupled to a large
number of further spins which do not directly participate
in the exchange process but supply the energy needed to
transfer polarization between nonequivalent spins. The
two S spins represent either an isolated spin pair or two
classes of equivalent spins.

The Hamiltonian which governs the motion of the full
system is written in the form

x=xS +~SE +x_s , m

where Xs describes the motion of the two representative
S spins, ZE comprises the interactions among the ex-
traneous spins, and Xss represents the coupling terms.
The following commutation relations hold:

To calculate the rate constants 0y time-dependent pertur-
bation theory, we split the Hamiltonian into two parts, -

~=~0+~1, (3)

with

Xo=Zs+X& Xl=ZsE, (4)

and transform the Liouville-von Neumann equation
(with fi= 1),

k= -@Y&r] , (5)

as usual into the interaction frame with respect to $Yo, de-
fined by

o’(f)=exp(iXot)o(t)exp( -iXot) . (61

In this representation the equation of motion is

f? %)= -i[%=F(t), &)I . (7)

An iteration of Eq. (7) leads to a power-series expansion
with respect to Xl:

&)=-$Y:(t), UT(O)]

- Jof&{~:(r),@?:(~ -r), cT(0)]j + - * * . (8)

We expand the traceless part of the density operator in
‘terms of a set of operators { 44i ]

CT(t)= ~UiltlAi 7 (9)
I

whi’ch are assumed to be orthogonal,

Tr{A/Ajj =SUTri&j , m

and obtain differential equations for the coefficients uk( t)
by inserting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8), multiplying both sides
with & and taking the trace:

If the conditions for the application of perturbation
theory are fulfilled, the integrand in Eq. (111 vanishes be-
fore the coefficients I have changed appreciably. We
may therefore extend the integration limit to infinity. We
may in addition extend the validity of the second-order
expansion by replacing at(O) by Ui( t). The resulting sys-
tem of equations can be written in the form

where the rate constants IVki are given by

~~=(Tr~~~~)-‘[-~Tr~[~~(~),~~]~~~
I

+ Joa Tr{[.Z’T(f), &l[@(t -r), -4i]jdr. (13)

This formula has been used in similar form by Provo-
torov” and Goldman (Ref. 28, Chap. 4). It differs from
that of semiclassical relaxation theory (see, e.g., Ref. 29,

I

Chap. 8) by the missing ensemble average. The coupling
to the environment is not described as a stochastic process
but as a deterministic and reversible time evolution.
Equations (12) and (13) still represent a description of sys-

tern and environment. The apparent irreversibility of the
spin-diffusion process is introduced by the restriction of
the operator set { Ai ] to the few relevant observables of
the system and by setting @(t)=O for all other values of i.
This implies the assumption of infinite temperature for
the disregarded degrees of freedom, irrespective of the
transfer of order. The thermodynamic aspects of spin dif-
fusion will be discussed more thoroughly in Sec. III.

In the following paragraphs we will apply the expres-
sion.s, Eqs. (12) and (13), to the calculation of spectral
spin-diffusion rates in several SYStemS. We treat first the
simple case of two inequivalent spins S = + coupled to a
large number of I spins and apply in the following sec-
tions the results to more complicated situations.
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B. Spectral spin diffusion between two spins S = +
in the presence of abundant I spins

A system of two spins S =+, coupled to abundant I
spins, which form a large dipolar reservoir, can be regard-
ed as a prototype for more complicated cases to be con-
sidered later. The full Hamiltonian X takes the explicit
form

The Zeeman interaction of the I spins has been disregard-
ed, since in the limit of identical chemical shifts, it com-
mutes with the remainder of the Hamiltonian and has no
effect on S-S spin diffusion.

The relevant observable operators for spin diffusion be-
tween S, and S2 are Su and S&. Since the total polariza-
tion operator Sti+Sa commutes with the Hamiltonian
and only flip-flop processes are involved in spin diffusion,
the total S spin polarization is a constant of motion. It is
therefore sufficient to consider the time evolution of the
difference polarization operator + G’iZ -S& 1. According-
ly, we rewrite the two terms X,s and PSI:

xs=*Z+xA,

(15)

The two terms Zz and d 2SlzSa,  which commute with
the observable $!StZ-SzJ as well as with the remainder
of the Hamiltonian, can be disregarded.

Although the term X=x does not commute with Z’II,
it does not affect the observable $StZ-S~)=S~D’. This
can be understood by formally separating the term XII
into two mutually commuting parts

XII=1(i%YII + IQ%q~ , (161

where 1’14) and ICz3) are unity operators of the subsystems
spanned by the functions 1 l)= ~CZCX), [4)= ]fl/3} and
12) = 1 a.D), 13) = 1 jla) of the two S spins, respectively
(see Fig. 11. In terms of spin operators they can be ex-
pressed by

IBEI) - l4>

FIG. 1. Energy-level scheme for two spins +, indicating the
numbering used in the text.

The two parts of XII act then either on the (1,4) or the
(2,3) subsystem and are completely separated from each
other.

We introduce further the single transition operators

s;zs)=+(siS~ +&-s2 1 ,

st23~ =
Y - +iLSi+SF -SrSt 1 , (181

s~~~=+~s*z-s2JI ,

which fulfill the cyclic commutation relations of angular
momentum operators, and rewrite the relevant part of the
Hamiltonian as

Only terms relevant for the (2,3) subsystem have been
kept. They correspond to the upper row of boxes in Fig.
2. Equation (191 shows that the problem of spin diffusion

FIG. 2. Commutation diagram for two dipolar coupled +S’
spins in the presence of abundant I spins. A connecting line be-
tween two terms indicates noncommutativity. The observables
are enclosed in a double frame. At the top, two possible separa-
tions of the Hamiltonian into observed system, ptkturbation,
and environment are indicated.
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Equilibration of Polarization

s t
Decay of Difference Polarization

1
L

FIG. 3. Relation between the physid exchange process lead-
ing to the equilibration of polarization and the tkatment  in
terms of sum and difference polarization used for the calcula-
tion of rate wnstants.

between SI and S2 is equivalent to the evolution of a sin-
gle “difference spin” S = +, coupled to extraneous I spins
and precessing under the influence of a longitudinal field
8 and a transverse field with tield strength d (in frequency
units). As shown in Fig. 3, spin diffusion is equivalent to

longitudinal relaxation of this difference spin. The relaxa-
tion mechanism is governed by the fluctuating dipolar
fields produced by the 1 spins under the influence of their
mutual dipole-dipole interaction. This relaxation mecha-
nism has aheady been suggested by Kronig and
Bouwkamp516 for spins at low fields in the laboratory
frame. It is also responsible for cross-relaxation effects in
the rotating frame.z-4

The time evolution of the difference spin is determined
by three coupled linear differential equations with three
eigenvalues. In the systems to be studied, the transverse
components S~23’ ‘and Sjz3) decay much faster than SLz3),
and the spin diffusion process can be characterized b
decay rate constant of the difference polarization Si1

the
‘) of

the two spins S1 and S2. The commutation diagram in
Fig. 2 suggests two possibilities for selecting the perturba-
tion Zt. We will treat both cases separately.

1. S-spin dipolar interaction considered
as the perturbation

The Hamiltonian is separated into the two parts:

(23)Xl=-dSX .

In this case there is only one relevant observable Siz3’.
The corresponding coefficient @23’ may be calculated
from Eq. (13) by setting & =Ar =Siz3’:

wtz3)= -id (Tr{Sz3”] )~‘Tr{[S(23’*(t),S~23’]S~23)~ i-(Tr[S~23)2j l-‘d2 JO- drTr{[S~23’r(~),S~23’][S~23’r(~ -r),Sjz3)]j ,2 z x

(22)

where the duplicate lower index is written only once. Since Siz3’ commutes with &Ye, the dependence on 2 under the
trace vanishes. The linear term is zero and we obtain

where

The trace expression in Eq. (23) is the correlation fun&ion of the zero-quantum coherence of the two S spins. The in-
tegral therefore corresponds to the amplitude at zero frequency, G (23J(OJ, of the symmetrical zero-quantum spectrum
G’23’(cu) with its two peaks centered at u = *a,

A similar expression has been obtained by Bloembergen et al.7 Introducing the shape function of the zero-quantum reso-
nance line
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with the dipolar Hamiltonian

&jj3)=2 2 bfS;z3’Ik +S?$f3’ ,
i

we may write

~(23)~ -d2g(23)(a~z , (26)

where g’Z)(81 represents the line-shape function of the
zero-quantum transition, evaluated at an offset 8 from
resonance. The zero-quantum line shape can be observed
via indirect detection by means of 2D spectroscopy as will
be shown in Sec. IVC. The spin-diffusion rate constant
FV’=’ can therefore be related to observable quantities.
Nite that the integral of g(?G) is normalized to unity.

In the following section we will fmd an explicit expres-
sion for g(23)(ml and for the dependence of the transition
probability on the offset 8 between the two resonance
lines.

2. Heteronudear &polar interaction considered
as the perturbation

For the partitioning of the Hamiltonian

Xc=8S;zQ@)+&;3) ,
(27)

we can no longer restrict our attention to the density
operator term Siz3’. It does not commute with Xs and
therefore does not represent a quasi-invariant. Further-
more, we note that Xi commutes with Sin’ and the ap-
proximate procedure of Sec. II B 1 is not applicable to this
partitioning. It is necessary to calculate the time evolu-
tion of all three components of the density operator. We
use in the expansion of the density operator, Eq. (91, the
set of operators

In the limit of weak St-S2 interaction d <<a, ( TyTIA1
(where ZQT represents zero-quantum transition), the cal-
culation may be simplifki. All cross terms vanish and

The transition probability and therefore the relaxation
time may be calculated from JXqs. (13) and (27):

We now expand the density operator in the laboratory
frame,

4 tl=e -iX~ Tc We
i‘w~r

,

in terms of the same operators,

(33)

~(t)=~(t)~~23)+~(t)~~23)+=(t)~~~) ,

and obtain the system of differential equations

(341

r 1- -

.? ’
@= -’ ’

x
j= +8 1-- -d y .

TfQT
(351

z z
. 0 +d 0,

We may determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of

(311

(32)

this system of equations. An analytic solution exists in
the limit of small d. The eigenvectors are then close to
$23)1 , sCf3), and S!?’ , and

_--~.@23’~ 1i3tl d2 1
z(t) = --=- (l@Q=)2+~2 TfQT ' (36)TSD

where TsD represents the spin-diffusion time constant.
TF= is given by Eq. (32).

3. fimparison of the two approaches

To compare Eq. (36) with the result of Sec. II B I, we
need an analytic expression for the line shape of the zero-
quantum transition. In Sec. II B 2 it has been found that
under conditions for which the perturbation expansion
converges the zero-quantum coherence decays exponen-
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tially. This implies a Lorentzian line shape. With Eq.
(26), we find then

5613

w(23)c _ d=
P (I/T;Q~)~+P *;QT ’

(37)

which is identical to Eq. (36). That both approaches yield
the.same result is not astonishing since both involve simi-
lar approximations: approach ( 1),

I d I -=lP~sll =II~IIII (38)

and approach (2),

larization of the individual spins. Neglecting spin-lattice
relaxation effects, we find

~s,~~(~)=~~~s,~+s~~(o)+~s~~-s~~(o)~~~23~~] ,

(41)

(S&)=+[(s ~~+s~~(o)-~s~~-s~~(o)~~~z3~f] .

C. Spectral spin diffusion between two spins S = 1
in the presence of abundant I spins

Id 1 -KG”~~~~-~, ll%sll <+Y.~ll ,
respectively. Systems where Eq. (37) is to b valid have to
fulfill the inequalities

ll~~~ll~ll~r~ll~ll~~~ll * (39)

From the time dependence of the difference magnetiza-
tion,

‘We assume that two spins S = 1 have identical chemi-
cal shifts but differ in their quadrupolar coupling frequen-
cies ql and q2. The Hamiltonian is

~=q~(s~=-~n)+q~(s~-~~)

+d[2&&-#-Sj- +S~S~~I+~IS+~~~ .

( 4 2 )

(S~~-S~)(~)=(S~~-s~)(o)e~~23)~, (40)

it is straightforward to calculate the evolution of the po-

This expression can, in analogy to the preceding section,
be rewritten in terms of virtual spin-;  and virtual spin-l
operators. Terms which commute with all relevant opera-
tors will again be neglected:

with

The energy-level diagram of the two spins S = 1 is
shown in Fig. 4, and Fig. 5 illustrates the resulting net-
works of noncommuting terms of the Hamiltonian. The
system contains in this case three relevant independent
subsystems. The subsystems S(23) and S7’) correspond to
virtual spin-;  systems, while S(456) represents a virtual

6 ’ \ / ‘4

TiT 5 TT

\ ,TT /

FIG. 4. Energy-level scheme for two spins S = 1, indicating
thy, numbering used in the text.

(43)

I

spin-l system. The virtual Zeeman interaction of the
spins-$ is determined by the difference of the two qua-
drupolar interactions, while for the spin 1, an effective
quadrupolar interaction results which is given by the sum
of the quadrupolar interactions of the individual spins and
by their dipolar  interaction.

The time dependence of the population differences in
this system can be described with the four rate constants
&23) &78) W’456’, and WJz56’.h9 Z? z The first two rate con-

FIG. 5. Commutation diagram for two spins S = 1. A con-
necting line between two terms indicates noncommutativity.

The observables are enclosed in double frames.
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stants have the same value due to the symmetry of Eq.
(431. It can easily be shown that for large quadrupolar in-
terac t ions  1 ql I,] qz 1 m 1 ql 1 - 1 qz i only one of the
two types of diffusion rates, Wi23’, Wi ” or Wi456’,  Wiz56’,
can be appreciable. For quadrupolar frequencies ql and
q2 of equal sign, WjB’= Wi78’ can be large, while for
quadrupolar frequencies of op

P
osite sign only the virtual

spin- 1 rate constants Wi456’,  Wz$56’ can be appreciable.

I. (2,3),(7,8) subsystems

The terms of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (431 relevant for
the (2,31 subsystem are

Apart from a factor 2, this Hamiltonian is identical to Eq.
(19). We may therefore directly write down the resulting
rate constant,

4&/TfQT
~23)=w~‘8)=-~2g(23)(~q)=-  (l,TmT)2+*2 .

2 q

(461

2. (4,5,6)  subsystem

The Hamiltonian for this system is

(471

where we have neglected CJ as compared to oq. Perturba-
tion theory shall be applied in analogy to Sec. II I3 1. The
diagonal part of the virtual spin-l density operator is ex-
panded in terms of three orthogonal operators:

which leads to the expansion

rd456)=~zAz +az2Az2 . (48)

With the perturbation Xi chosen as -aS’A456’, we can
calculate the rate constant of Zeeman order Wj456’ from
Eq. (13):

As in the spin-+ case &. (2311, this may be written in terms of the zero-quantum line shape gC456)(a):

In a similar manner we may calculate the relaxation of quadrupolar order AZ*. The linear term vanishes again and we

find

l@~56)~[Tr[(,!j’~456J2- $ll)2j]-1 Jea 2d2Tr{[S~456’(t@‘~456)2][S~456)(t -~l,S’~456’2]jd~ (511

z-[T~{(,S~~~@* --$I)21]-i  10= ~~2~2Tr~(~~456’~~456’(O)+~~6’(O)~~456’)(~~456’~~456’(~)~~~6’(~)~~456’)~  .

(52)

The trace represents antiphase zero-quantum coherence
and we may again express the integral by the amplitude at
zero frequency of the zero-quantum spectrum, leading to

(531
which leaves &456’ invariant. However, the operators AZ
and AZ2 transform differently,

The operators AZ and AZ2 have been chosen for the expan-
sion of the density operator because the cross terms
W::(j) and W;;F’ vanish. This can be demonstrated by

considering the symmetry transformation

U-‘AJl=-AZ, U-‘Az2U=Az2, (541

and do not mix under the symmetric Hamiltonian &456’,
so that WJzz’= Wiz6’ =O. Equations (501 and (531 show
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that the expectation values of the two operators AZ,+
decay with different rates, although the mechanism which
causes the relaxation is the same for both. This has been
conf%-med experimentally and will be discussed in the
context of the experimental results. Equations (501 and
(51) do not give an explicit offset dependence of the rate
constants. Similar to the S = + case, we expect that for a
large class of systems the dependence of the rate constants
W(456) and Wit56) on the frequency difference of the twoZ
spins Si and & will be Lorentzian.

3. Double-quantum mechanism of spin diffusion
for two spins s= 1

It has been mentioned that spin diffusion between two
spins S = 1 proceeds independently in three subsystems,
one of which is the three-level system (4,5,6) with two de-
generate energy levels 4 and 6 (neglecting chemical shift
differences). It has been shown in Sec. II C2 that spin
diffusion within this subsystem proceeds via the transi-
tions (4,5) and (5,6) (see Fif. 41, which are both bridged by
a perturbation term 2dSi ” and 2dSi56’, respectively. It
has been suggested24125 that an additional mechanism may
transfer population directly between the degenerate levels
4 and 6. Because the dipole interaction does not include a
matrix element between these two states, this must be a
higher-order process. It may be called “double-qua.ntum
spin diffusion” because it corresponds to the simultaneous
exchange of two quanta between the two spins in contrast
to the processes which have been considered so far, where
only one quantum is exchanged.

The relevant Hamiltonian of Eq. (431, written in terms
of single transition operators, is

(55)

This system is equivalent to a single spin S = 1, irradiated
on resonance with a rf field of strength V?d which excites

. the double-quantum transition occurring in the center be-
tween the two single-quantum transitions. By second-
order perturbation theory, it is possible to reduce the
three-level Hamiltonian of Eq. (551 to a two-level Hamil-
tonian describing exclusively the double-quantum transi-
tion:30

with the effective dipolar coupling constant

d&?&.
=q

(561

The problem is now equivalent to the spin-$ case treated
in Sec. IIB. By analogy we find the result

@W=~Q~W)~~~Z $gMQ(tjj , (57)
u-2

where g(46)(ml represents the line-shape function of the
(4,6) transition. This shows that the double-quantum
spin-diffusion rate is inversely proportional to the square
of the sum of the two quadrupolar frequencies qr +q2.
While for equal signs, a negligible double-quantum spin-
diffusion rate is expected, it can become significant for
opposite signs. This behavior is similar to that of the
single-quantum processes in the (4,5,6) subsystem. The
rates of the two processes differ by

~(4561
z -2d2gC45)(uqk$~-

@W - -&g(46)(o) ’
(58)

If the heteronuclear dipolar IS couplings are much weak-
er than the II interactions, we expect as in the case of two
spins + a tendency towards Lorentzian line shapes due to
the averaging effect of the strong II interactions on the IS
couplings which determine the line shape. According to
Eq. (311, the transverse,relaxation times will be related by

Ti46’ Tr{ [S~456’,S~45’]2jTr{S~46’zj 1- -
7$45’ ; Tr~S~45)‘~Tr~~S~456),S~46)]2~

= -
4 ’

(591

The implications of this formula can easily ‘be understood
by evaluating the two limiting cases of well resolved and
strongly overlapping resonance lines. For oi Z$45’z >> 1,
we find

(601

In the other extreme, U; Ti45’2 cc 1,

(611

These two cases imply that under conditions where the
perturbation treatment is valid, the double-quantum
mechanism will always be negligible compared to the
single-quantum process. It may however become appreci-
able when the dipolar coupling d is so large that the
second-order perturbation treatment starts to fail and the
fourth-order terms become important. This situation will
be discussed in the experimental Sec. VI.

4. Time dependence of measurable quantities

A spin-diffusion measurement does not access directly
the quantities whose time dependence has been calculated
with the perturbation treatment. Instead, the polariza-
tions of the spins Si and S2 are measured. The time
dependence of these observables is in general nonexponen-
tial. For two isolated spins, the transitions in the (2,3),
(4,5,61, and (7,8) systems are independent; the three differ-
ence spins relax independently. If the system is initially in
a state
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with

(641

IIere s= and da represent sum and difference of the Zee-
man orders, while sb and db represent sum and difference
of the quadrupole orders of the two spins Si and S’z.

Usually the two spins are not isolated from the other S
spins. If the contact between spins of the same type (e.g.,
Si-Si) is of the same strength as that between the two
different types (i.e., St-SJ, the evolution of the system
depends also on the S’i-Li’i rates. In many cases the spin
diffusion among equivalent spins is much faster than be-
tween nonequivalent spins, so that each class of equivalent
spins represents a thermal bath in internal equilibrium.
The density operator can then at all times be described by
an expansion of the type of Eq. (62). The coefficients
show the following time dependence:

=~(z)=~[~=+d=exp(-f/T~~)l ,

=~(f)=~[~=-d=exp(-f/T~~)l ,

~~(f)=~[~beXp(-f/~~)+dbeXp(-f/~~~)] ,  “”

~~(f)=~[~beXp(-f/~~)-dbeXp(-f/~~)], ’

with the diffusion rate constant of Zeeman order

l / T &  -+[ wjzj+ @78)+4( @456)+ w;4q , (66a)

the decay rate constant of the difference of quadrupolar
order

l/T!&-+(?V;=)+IV;9, (66bl

and with the decay rate constant of the sum of quadrupo-
lar order

l/T&-+&$s6)  . ., (66cl

If the quadrupolar frequencies ql and q2 significantly
exceed their difference 1 ql I,1 qz 1 x. [ ql 1 - 1 q2 1, then
spin diffusion occurs exclusively in the (2,3) and (7,81 sub-
systems or exclusively in the (4,5,61 subsystem, depending

on the relative signs of ql and q2. In the case that
single-quantum spin diffusion dominates and the double-
quantum process Wi46’ can be neglected, we fmd for the
diffusion rate constant of Zeeman order

l/T&=$d2g(AtiJ, (66dl

with the line-shape function g (CB) of the transitions
(23),(78) a n d  (4,5),(5,61 a n d  w i t h  t h e  s e p a r a t i o n
Aa= [ ql 1 - 1 q2 1 of the two peaks involved in the spin-
diffusion process. This result applies irrespective of the
relative signs of ql and q2, as has been found experimen-
tally.”

The rate constants for diffusion of quadrupolar order,
on the other hand, depend on the relative sign: for equal
signs,

l/T@=4d2g(Aul, l/T&O,

and for opposite signs,

(66eJ

l / T & O ,  l/Tf;=M2g(Am). (660

Quadrupo la r  o rder  o f  sp in  Sr is in the first case
transferred into quadrupolar order of the same sign for
spin S2, in the second case into quadrupolar order of op-
posite sign for spin S2. It should, however, be noted that
the resulting 2D spectra are indistinguishable and that the
observed spin-diffusion rate, which corresponds in the
first case to l/T% and in the second case to l/Tg, does
not depend on the relative sign of the coupling constants.
The transfer of quadrupolar order is predicted to be three
times faster than the transfer of Zeeman order.

Double-quantum spin diffusion occurs exclusively for
opposite signs of the quadrupolar frequencies ql and q2
and thus provides a means to determine relative signs.
We expect that for double-quantum spin diffusion only
Zeeman order is transferred and no quadrupolar order. If
the diffusion of Zeeman and quadrupolar order is mea-
sured independently, it is therefore possible to distinguish
single-quantum and double-quantum processes.

D. Spectral spin diffusion in homonuclear
spin systems

The treatment of spin diffusion in homonuclear spin
systems is in general more complicated than spin dif-
fusion in heteronuclear systems. In the preceding section,
we took advantage of the clear distinction between the di-
polar interaction of the diffusion partners, which had very
little heat capacity, and the dipolar interaction to and
among the 1 spins which was essential for the energy bal-
ance within the system. In homonuclear systems, the cou-
pling between diffusion partners and the energy balance
are both achieved by the homonuclear dipolar interaction.

In some cases, we may nevertheless apply the perturba-
tion treatment developed for the heteronuclear case. We
assume that the solid contains two S-spin species Si and
S2, contributing to separate resonance lines, with strong
dipolar couplings within each species and with weaker di-
polar coupling between the species as illustrated in Fig. 6.
Such a situation is approximated by malonic acid-d4,
where the coupling among the methylene deuterons and
among the carboxyhc deuterons is larger than the cou-
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- S2& s2- s2- s2- s2-

FIG. 6. Schematic representation of spin diffusion in
homonuclear systems, visualizing the assumption made in the
texti The couplings within each spin species are assumed to be
stronger than between them. Only one type of coupling (solid
vertical lines) is taken into account. The other couplings
(dashed lines) can be treated in the same way since cross terms
between different interactions vanish in the second-order pertur-
bation treatment.

plings between them. The formal similarity to the
heteronuclear case is then preserved. The intra-species in-
teraction serves as a heat reservoir while the inter-species
dipolar interaction d can be treated as a perturbation,
neglecting its heat capacity. Within second-order pertur-
bation theory, we cau limit ourselves to one type of inter-
species interaction. The remaining interactions can be
treated analogously and give additive contributions to the
spin-diffusion rate.

The system may then be described by the Hamiltonian

~=~~)+~~)+~~2)+~~1)+~~2), (671

with

#)=& xS+g ,
I

&;2)& 2 [2~~)~~)_~(~~1)+~~2)-+~~1)-~~2)+)] ,

k

(68)

i=l,2.

Because the total 2 component &[‘!?E’+S$‘] commutes
with the full Hamiltonian, we can introduce again sum
and difference frequency Hamiltonians

X==(&+Q& 2 [@+@I ,
k

(691

Z” is a constant of motion and can be disregarded in the
following. We may now make the selection

‘Ze=G??A+&il)+&=), Xr=&i2), (701

and apply Eq. (131 to obtain an expression for the expecta-
tion value of the difference polarization &23’i

(711

(72)

where

(731

and

~(23)(~)=~~~0~~(23)~-~~0~
Y Y (741

This result is formally equivalent to Eq. (23) for the
heteronuclear case. However, the explicit evaluation to
obtain the offset dependence of Wi23’ is far from trivial.

The two perturbation treatments in Sets. IIB 1 and
II B 2 diverge in their predictions. Approach (11 predicts
a rate constaut WJ23’ proportional to gc23)(Q1-fi2J. The
offset dependence should therefore deviate from the in-
verse quadratic behavior when the Lorentzian form is no
longer an adequate description of the line shape. This
must arise at some offset, determined by the finite second
moment of the particular system. Approach (21, on the
other hand, predicts the inverse square law to hold as long
as the envelope of the free induction decay (FID) is ex-
ponential. It has been shown3’ that the long-time asymp-
totic form of the FID is exponential under certain condi-
tions. Approach (21 would therefore suggest that the in-
verse square law holds even for large offsets.

III. THERMODYNAMICS OF SPECTRAL
SPIN DIFFUSION

The ultimate equilibrium state reached after a suffi-
cieutly long spin-diffusion period is determined by ther-
modynamics rather than by the spin-diffusion rate con-
stants calculated in Sec. II. The principles of energy con-
servation and of equal spin temperatures in thermal
equilibrium easily allow the computation of the equilibri-
um state if the finite heat capacity of the environment is
taken into account.

We divide again the Hamiltonian into the relevant part
Z’s, representing a difference term, the external degrees
of freedom XE, and the interaction term ps~,

X=Zs -I-~E +X~E . (751

In ,the high-temperature approximation, the quasiequili-
brium density operator may be written in the form

o=(l-&Xs-/3xZ~)/Tr~Ij , (761

with the inverse spin temperatures & and Dx, neglecting
the heat capacity of the interaction term .Z’~E. The total
spin energy of the system, expressed by the iuitial density
operator, is given by

(X)‘= -&Tr{Z$ 1 -&Tr{&i

=-@&s-R&~ , (771

with the heat capacities Cs=Tr(@j and C~=Tr(iY$f.
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In the course of spin diffusion, the two spin tempera-
tures are equalized leading to the final state

J=[l-I3&Ys+X~I]/Tr{I], (781

with the final inverse spin temperature

This expression can easily be generalized to systems with
more than one relevant term Xsk,

with the final inverse spin temperature

c dSkcSk +ff&E

0301

A. Twb spins S =+ coupled to a large
number of I spins

We start from the Hamiltonian for the difference spin
given by Eq. (191, taking 8S~z3’-dS~23’ as the relevant
part Ps, and the dipolar interaction of the I spins as the
enviroment XE. The corresponding heat capacities are

Cs=(~2+~2)Tr~S~~‘2~~~2Tr~S~~‘2~ , (821

CE=Tr{Z$I] . (831

For most cases of practical interest, we have

cE>%S , (841

which yields from Eq. (791

@=A * (8%

it can be assumed that &=& where & is the inverse
lattice temperature and therefore the final population
difference across the zero-quantum transition (2,3) will be
negligibly small, so that in equilibrium the two spins St
and S2 will assume the same polarization; spin diffusion
proceeds to completion.

R Two spins S 1 coupled to a large
numbe.r of I spins

As shown in Sec. II, we have to consider the three
relevant terms StZ-Sa, SfZ-S&, and S&+S&-+I
which are in contact with the I-spin dipolar bath. We
specialize here for the case where the two quadrupolar
coupling constants have the same sign, so that the third
term is practically isolated and need not be taken into ac-
count. The density operator may be written as

(a) Transfer of Zeeman Order

, (b)Transfer of Ruadrupolar O r d e r

5q-f2

FIG. 7. The amount of energy required for a spin-diffusion
step to omur is visualized. (aI Jir the case of diffusion of Zee-
man order, the flow of population proceeds in opposite direc-
tions in the two halves of the spectrum and the two contribu-
tions to the total energy cancel. (b) In the case of quadrupolar
order, the two transitions have opposite population differences
and the flow of energy is additive.

where all invariant terms have been omitted. The corre-
sponding heat capacities are

The relation CZ=O implies that a transfer of Zeeman or-
der between the two spins does not require an energy ex-
change with the bath. Therefore, the equilibrium Zeeman
polarizations of the two S spins are equal, irrespective of
the size of the dipolar bath. This is not the case for the
quadrupolar order. Here, an amount of energy equal to
the difference of the two coupling constants has to be ex-
changed with the dipolar bath. But also in this case the
heat capacity of the dipolar bath is usually large enough
to let spin diffusion proceed to completion. The different
situations are visualized diagrammatically in Fig. 7.

C. Homonuclear system of spins S = I

Equations (861 and (871 of the heteronuclear case may
also be applied to the homonuclear case if XII is replaced
by X.s,s =&t1’+&~2’ and if the condition for the appli-
cation of perturbation theory if fulfilled. However, the
consequences are different. The observation of spectral
spin diffusion requires that the separation between the res-
onance lines, 1 ql -qz 1, be larger than the linewidth
which may be taken as a measure for the size of the dipo-
lar bath, [ Xss [ , so that we have to require

CZZ>Css * (881

This means, according to Eq. (79), that the equilibrium
temperature reached does not deviate much from the ini-
tial temperature of the quadrupolar bath, so that only a
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small amount of quadrupolar energy is taken up by the di-
polar interaction and little quadrupolar order may be
transferred. This implies that spin diffusion stops before
the polarization of the two spins is equalized. The limited
heat capacity of the dipolar interaction forms a bottleneck
for spin diffusion. It should, however, be taken into ac-
count that relaxation with the rate constant l/TID cou-
ples the dipolar bith to the lattice which has a virtually
infinite heat capacity. This situation is represented in Fig.
8. The time dependence of the inverse temperatures pZZ
and flss in this enlarged system may be represented as

with the eigenvalues of the matrix of rate coefficients
given by

. I/2

Ik

~~+q2/cssu2 _2 l-Wz2/Cd 1

&%I2 TkAGD +Tg *

(901

For fast relaxation of the dipolar bath,

1 1
->>--
TID Css Tfi$ ’

the two eigenvalues become equal to -l l/T$k 1 and
- ( 1 /TED 1 so that in this limit spin diffusion proceeds at
the same rate as it would in a system with very large dipo-
lar bath. For intermediate relaxation rates, the diffusion

I Hss
Ccc cz I I inewidth12

L a t t i c e  y-m

FIG. 8. Schematic representation of the heat reservoirs in-
volved in the thermodynamics of spin diffusion in homonuclear
systems. The reservoir A?* associated with the population
difference may have a much larger heat capacity than the dipo-
lar bath A?,,s. Therefore, a coupling to the lattice is required for
spin diffusion to proceed to completion.

of quadrupolar order will be slowed down, while the dif-
fusion rate of Zeeman order will not be affected. There-
fore, a comparison of the two rates gives a measure for
the relaxation time TlD of the dipolar bath.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF SPIN DIFFUSION IN
A SYSTEM WITH TWO SPINS a!? = +

COUPLED TO EXTRANEOUS SPINS I = +

A. Experimental scheme

Spin diffusion represents an exchange-type phe-
nomenon and the measurement techniques are the same as
those for the detection of chemical exchange or cross re-
laxation in liquids. One- or two-dimensional (2DJ
schemes can be applied. All the experiments described in
this paper were performed as two-dimensional experi-
ments. In simple systems, however, one-dimensional ex-
periments can yield similar results. The pulse sequences
for the 2D experiments are shown in Fig. 9. They consist
basically of the three-pulse sequence originally proposed
for exchange studies.” In the case of the heteronuclear
systems, the first pulse is replaced by a cross-polarization
transfer from the I spins. The experiments were per-
formed on a home-built spectrometer equipped with a
Varian V71 computer and a Bruker 5.1 T magnet corre-
sponding to a proton resonance frequency of 220 MHz.

B. EvoluGon of the spin system

S,ince heteronuclear spin decoupling is applied during
the evolution and detection periods, we do not have to
consider the terms X~&Y~~ of Eq. (141. To simplify the
calculation, we assume that the two mixing pulses in Fig.
g(a) are ideal 7r/2 pulses. We may also disregard the S-S
dipolar coupling during evolution and detection periods.

la1 P E M D

s 1 l-l-t,-  -T-.

r/@#_._
t2

FIG. 9. Schemes for two-dimensional spin-diffusion experi-
ments. (a) In the heteronuclear case, cross polarization is used
to create S-spin polarization. During the evolution period, 1-
spin decoupling is applied. Before the mixing period, a 90” pulse
converts one component of the transverse magnetization into
polarization. The second mixing pulse is applied to monitor the
system after the exchange process has taken place. (b) In the
homonuclear case, preparation is achieved by a 9V pulse. The
two mixing pulses are 9V pulses if Zeeman order is observed, or
4Y pulses for the observation of quadrupolar order. In the
latter case, a 180” pulse is inserted in every second scan (indicat-
ed by dashed lines) in order to eliminate Zeeman order which
may also be present during the mixing period.
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It leads to a splitting of the lines ib both dimensions as
shown in Fig. 10. For ideal ~/2 pulses, the four lines of
each multiplet have the same intensity and phase.

After preparation by cross polarization, the carbon spin
system is described by the traceless density operator

v(O+ 1 =Slx +&J . (911

During the evolution period, the two spins irecess under
the Zeeman interaction. The density operator at the end
of the evolution period is, neglecting relaxation,

~(rl)=~,~cos(~*~~)+~~~sin(~~~,)

+&dos~fW~ J+&Ysin($tl)  . (9%

With a (~/2)_,.  pul?e as the first mixing pulse, we get

~(~~,0)=LY~~cos(~~~~ )+L?lYsin(O1tl 1

+S~2ost&f 11 +&Ysin(Qztl 1 . (931

The mixing time ~~ is usually considerably longer than
the transverse relaxation time T2, so that all t+nsverse
terms such as ,S1,.,&,, die out. The longitudinal terms are
conveniently written as sum and difference polarization:

~~~~~,o~=~~~,~+~~~[cos~~~~~~+cos~~~~~~]

+~~~~~-~~~[cos~~~~~~-cos~~~f*~] .  (941

As shown in Sec. II B, the first of these terms remains in-
variant while the second &cays under the influence of
spin diffusion:

I-
-

~-
-

FIG. 10. Two-dimensional spin-diffusion spectrum of a
malonic acid-13C2 single crystal (orientation 1). The diagonal
shows the one-dimensional (lD1 spectrum, consisting of two di-
polar doublets. In the center of each doublet the resonance of
the singly labeled molecules appears. The cross peaks &ose to
the diagonal connecting the diagonal peaks of the same doublet
are the result of a coherent transfer of polarization. The cross
peaks connecting the two doublets are due to spin diffusion.
The tiferences of the intensities within each square of cross
peaks are caused partly by the relatively strong dipolar coupling,
partly by a slight missetting of the W pulse length.

The second mixing pulse will then convert polarization
into observable coherence, which precesses under the same
Hamiltonian as during the evolution period:

~(~,,~~,f~)=~~~~cos(~~~~)~~~~~~sin(~*f~)

+S2.dwxx~f& 1 +S2yp2sin~~2f2 1 , (961

i#k; i,k = 1,2 . (971

After Fourier transformation of the acquired signal, we
find then the following diagonal CD) and cross-peak (C)
amplitudes:

C?ne example of a resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 10.
To eliminate the effects of possibly non-negligible

spin-lattice relaxation during the mixing period, we may
calculate the ratio of cross-peak intensity to diagonal peak
intensity which is independent of relaxation, provided
both spins relax with equal rates,

We may solve this equation for WJz3’:

(991

0001

Experimentally it is useful, however, to repeat the mea-
surement for different mixing times 7m and to determine
the spin-diffusion rate by a least-squares analysis of the
experimental data. Experimental data from such a series
of measurements are shown in Fig. 11.

C. Experimental results
~ -

Malonic acid, doubly 13C labeled at the two carboxylic
positions and embedded in a matrix of natural abundance
molecules, represents an almost ideal system of two spins
S =i coupled to a large number of extraneous spins
1= +. Since the doubly labeled molecules show a well-

Mixing Time (ms)
FIG. 11. Experimental determination of the spin-diffusion

rate in a single crystal of malonic acid-‘3C2 (orientation 2). Six
experimental points are shown together with a best exponential
fit.
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resolved dipolar coupling, this system makes it possible to
check the validity of Eq. (36) for the calculation of the
spin-diffusion rate.

In addition to measuring the spin-diffusion rate, the
line shape of the zero-quantum transition had to be deter-
mined. This was done for two different orientations of
the crystal with comparable dipolar couplings but dif-
ferent offsets and different linewidths. The spectra for
the orientation with the smaller resonance offset (orienta-
tion 1) are shown in Fig. 12. The spin-diffusion rate was
determined as described above. All parameters which
occur in Eq. (36),

T& = d2 ’
(T;QT)-2+82

(TfQTF ,

can now be evaluated independently. The results for the
two chosen orientations are as follows:

Orientation 1 Orientation 2

&d =230 Hz

+200 Hz

TzQT= 137 /JS T;QT =7g.3 ps

TsD(calc)=7.2 ms Tsi,(calc)=20.8 ms

Tsn(expt)=6.7 ms Tsr,(expt)= 19.15 ms

These data show in both cases agreement between the ex-
perimental spin-diffusion time constant TsD(expt) and the
spin-diffusion time constant TsD (talc) computed from
zero-quantum linewidth, offset, and dipolar coupling con-
stant according to Eq. (36).

V. MEASURBMENTS OF 14N SPIN DIFFUSION

In order to measure the dependence of the spin-
diffusion rate on the difference in resonance frequency of
two spins, it turned out to be useful to choose a quadrupo-
lar system. 14N resonance in ammonium sulfate was
selected. Since the quadrupolar splitting [-200 kHz in
(NH&S04] is usually much larger than all dipolar cou-
plings, it is possible to vary the spectral distance of two
resonance lines by slightly reorienting a single crystal
without appreciably affecting dipolar couplings. Since the
available r-f fields were not sufficiently strong to cover the
full spectral range of 200 kHz, only half of the spectrum
was excited.

A. Evolution of the spin system

The same experimental method as in the case of the
spin-; system was used. The relevant Hamiltonian dur-
ing evolution and detection is here

~=~~(~~=-~~)+~2(~~-~~). UOl~

-12!5 kbk i 12.4 kt!z

FIG. 12. Measurement of the line shape go3)(m) of the zero-
quantum transition in doubly 13C-labeled malonic acid (orienta-
tion 11. In the top trace, the full proton-decoupled multiple-
quantum spectrum is shown. The next trace shows the result of
applying a four-step phase cycle in order to eliminate one- and
two-quantum coherence. By the insertion of an additional free
precession period also the center peak, due to longitudinal mag-
netization, could be eliminated (trace 3). The insertion of a 18P
refocusing pulse shifts both zero-quantum lines to the center of
the spectrum (trace 41. Except for the bottom trace, all are pro-
ton decoupled. The bottom trace shows the proton-coupled
zero-quantum. line shape. Note the wider scale of this trace.

For equal sign of the two quadrupolar coupling constants,
the initial condition created by the selective cross-
polarization process is proportional to

o~o~=s\~“~+s~ ,
c 101 (102)

where the upper index indicates a single transition opera-
tor corresponding to the m = 1 to m 0 transition. The
density operator after the evolution period is

o(ti )=$~“‘cos(qi~i )+$?sin(qi~r J

+S&“‘costq2tl ~+S$%in~q~tl 1 . (103)

Th.e first (~/2)_,, mixing pulse on the (l,O) transitions
converts the x component into polarization. We neglect
again coherence which decays during the mixing period
and obtain for o(ti,O),

~(~~,o)=~~~O)cos(q~~~ ~+S~“~cos~q~t~)

=~(~*=+3~~~-2)cos(q*~*)

+~(~~+3~~-2)cos(q2~*) . (104)

The selective excitation therefore creates a mixture of Zee-
man and quadrupolar order. By spin diffusion it evolves
into [compare Eqs. (62)~(66)]
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~(~~,~~)=~~~~=[s+~exP(-~~/~~~)l+~~[s-~exp(-~~/~~~)]+(3~~=-2)[sexp(-~~/~~)

+~exp(-T~/~~)l+(3~~-2)[sexp(-~~/~~)-~exp(-~~/~~)]~  ,

ZZ

(105)

with

~=cos~q~~~~-cos~q~~~~..

For equal sign of the coupling constants, T~ZCG and
T& =3Tg. The magnetization which is finally detected
after the second mixing pulse leads then to the following
relative peak intensities:

C=+[4-exp(--rm/3T@)-3exp(--rm/Tj$$)],

(107)
D=i[4+exp(-rW/3Tg)+3exp(-r,,,,T@)].

Therefore, the time dependence of the ratio C/D is biex-
ponential. As can be seen from Fig. 13, however, it is dif-
ficult to detect experimentally the slight deviation from a
single exponential.

B. Experimental  results

The spin-diffusion time was measured for two pairs of
lines at five slightly different crystal orientations chosen
so as to produce differences in quadrupolar splittings be-
tween 200 Hz and 2.5 kHz. The resulting dependence on
the difference of resonance frequencies is shown in Fig.
14. The spin-diffusion times are within experimental er-
ror proportional to the square of the offset for both line
pairs, indicating that the perturbation theory used to
derive the expression for the spin-diffusion rate is appli-
cable in this case.

These experimental results stiffest  Fble applications
of spin-diffusion measurements. “%’ A measurement of

0.9-

CLS-

0.7-

Mixing-time (5)

FIG. 13. Experimental determination of the 14N spin- FIG. 14. 14N spin-diffusion times TED =Tg = +T&, in am-
diffusion rate in an ammonium sulfate single crystal. The ratio monium sulfate for the two nonequivalent sites as a function of
of cross-peak intensity over diagonal peak intensity of Iine pair the offset between the two resonance lines. The offset is varied
(a) has been measured for five different mixing times r,,, and an by a slight reorientation of the crystal. The orientation of the
offset of 360 Hz. The experimental values do not allow one to crystal is such that the magnetic field is close to the crystaIlo-
discriminate between the expected nonexponential behavior graphic u axis. The Iine pair (aI has a quadrupole coupling con-
(dashed curve) and the approximation by a single exponential stant of 60 kHz, the Iine pair (b), of 80 kHz. The experimental
(sohd curve). points are shown together with a best fit by a parabola.

I

the rate of spin diffusion between two spins provides in-
formation on the size of the respective dipolar coupling
constant and on the distance between the two spins. In
the case of ammonium sulfate this information allows one
to assign the resonance lines to the two 14N sites in the
crystal which had not been possible previously.33

The dipolar coupling constant d can be deduced from
the measured rate constants by means of Eqs. (46) and
(66). The required zero-quantum linewidths could not be
measured in this case, but a good estimate can be obtained
from TiQT, the relaxation time of single-quantum coher-
ence as TFT = + TiQT, which holds if the two spins relax
independently. The numerical values for the two pairs of
nuclei are d’=l.5 Hz and db=5.7 Hz. This may be
compared with the values calculated from the crystal
structure. Numerous dipolar couplings contribute to spin
diffusion between two classes of spins and the effective
spin-diffusion rate is determined by the average over the
squares of the respective couplings for which the vaIues
1.6 and 6.5 Hz were computed. The good agreement be-
tween the two data sets allows an unambiguous assign-
ment of the line pairs to the nuclear positions.
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VI. MEASUREMENT OF DEUTERIUM
SPIN DIFFUSION

Deuterium resonance in fully deuterated malonic acid
has features similar to 14N resonance in ammonium sul-
fate. There is again the possibility of varying the spectral
separation of the resonance lines by a slight reorientation
of the crystal which is small enough to leave the dipolar
couplings virtually invariant. In addition, it is possible to
discriminate between single-  and double-quantum spin
diffusion by measuring the diffusion of Zeeman and qua-
drupolar order qparately. Since this crystal contains only
one spin species, the features associated with spin dif-
fusion in homonuclear systems, discussed in Sets. IID
and III C, may be investigated experimentally.

A. Evolution of the spin system

I. Observation of Zeeman order

The density operator after nonselective preparation is

o(O) =six +sti . (108)

It evolves under the Hamiltonian of Eq. (101) to

~(~~)=~~~cos(~~~*)+(~~~~*=+~~~~~~)sin(~,t~  1

+~~cos(~~t~)+(~~~~~+~~~~~)sin(~~~~) .

As before, a (7r/2)_,,  mixing
longitudinal terms are kept:

(109)

pulse is applied and only

~~t~,o~=~,~cos~q~t*~+~~cos~q~t~~ .

Spin diffusion leads to

(1101

~(~~,~~)=~~~~=[~+~exp(-~~/~~~)]

+&Is -dexp(-rm/&J]j , (1111

with s and d defined in Eq. (1061. After the last (7r/2),,
pulse, the signal is acquired and Fourier transformed to
yield the following peak intensities:

C=+[l-exp(--rm/Y&)],

(1121

Each spin gives rise to two lines on the diagonal ml =m2
and two lines on the diagonal @i = -m2, all of equal in-
tensity. For a two-spin system we find eight diagonal
peaks with the same intensity, as well as eight spin-
diffusion cross peaks. A typical spectrum is shown in
Fig. 15.

2. Observation of quadrupolar order

If the first mixing pulse is a (7r/4& pulse, then the den-
sity operator at the beginning of the mixing period be-
comes

~(~*,O)=~~~cos(q*~~)+(~~=-~~~)sin(q~~~)

+Sbcostq$~ )+(A% -S& bin(q~t~ 1 , (113)

and after coherences have been eliminated,

FIG. 15. Measurement of the diffusion of deuterium Zeeman order in malonic a+d-d4 (orietitation 3), with B,, parallel tc the
diiection (0.544, -0.734,0.405)  in the standard orthogonal system. The lines on the main diagonal @I =a~ (lower right to upper left.)
correspond to the 1D spectrum of four nonequivalent deuterons with quadrupcle coupling constants q/2r of 21.6, 27.5, 31.6, and
38.1 kHz. The transitions labeled * 1, &2 belong to the carboxylic deuterons, those labeled *3, *4 tc the methylene deuterons. &ga-
tive coordinates mark m = - l+m =O transitions, positive coordinates mark m =O-+m = 1 transitions. The lines at m, = -mZ are
due to a coherent exchange of magnetization between the two transitions belonging to the same Spin- ‘be remaining lines are due to
spin diffusion.
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~(~~,O+)=~~~~=-~jsin(~~~~)+(~~~-~)sin(~~~~). turbation treatment breaks down.

(1141

This pulse sequence therefore creates pure quadrupolar or-
der. If the transmitter is not exactly on resonance, or if

quadrature detection in mi is used, some Zeeman order
may be created in addition. It is possible to suppress the
undesired Zeeman order by adding two experiments, in
one of which the Zeeman order is inverted with a P pulse
dting the mixing period. Spin diffusion of pure quadru-
polar order then leads after the mixing period to

~(~~,~~)=(~~~~-l)~[~exp(-~~/~~)

+dexp(-rm/T$%l]

It is also interesting to compare the spin-diffusion times
of Zeeman and quadrupolar order. A purely kinetic
analysis [Eq. (6611 predicts that quadrupolar order should
diffuse three times faster than Zeeman order. The ratio
found experimentally for large offsets is only 2.2. The
difference between these values can be attributed to the
finite heat capacity of the dipolar bath. As is shown in
Fig. 20, a numerical evaluation of the time evolution
given by Eq. (89) gives a consistent result for a spin-
diffusion time TGA = + T& and a dipolar relaxation time
TID=O. 16 s, which is of the expected order of magnitude
in view of a spin-lattice relaxation time of 2 s.

Dif fus ion of  Zeeman - Order
where in contrast to Eq. (1061

and the resulting peak intensities are

,
The peaks occur at the same positions as in the measure-
ment of Zeeman order. However, the peaks on the diago-
nal @I=~2 are positive, while those on the diagonal
ml = --m2 are negative. The cross-peak amplitudes have
the same sign as the corresponding diagonal peaks.

D i f f u s i o n  o f  Lluadrupolar O r d e r

B. Experimental results

Figures 16 and 17 show two pairs of spectra, comparing
diffusion of Zeeman and quadrupolar order. Whereas in
Fig. 16 both Zeeman order and quadrupolar order diffuse,
in Fig. 17 only Zeeman order is transferred. Figure 16
therefore represents an example for single-quantum spin
diffusion, while Fig. 17 suggests a double-quantum pro-
cess. The absence of a single-quantum spin diffusion in
this case, put into evidence by the missing diffusion of
quadrupolar order, is not yet fully understood.

.

%4ll
We also measured the offset dependence of the spin-

diffusion times. The results for single-quantum spin dif-
fusion are shown in Fig. 18, those for double-quantum
spin diffusion in Fig. 19. The results indicate the predict-
ed quadratic offset dependence in the case of single-
quantum spin diffusion, while in the case of double-
quantum spin diffusion, the offset dependence is much
stronger; it is approximately proportional to the fourth
power of the offset. This is consistent with the prediction
reached in Sec. II C 3 that double-quantum spin-diffusion
processes should only be observable when the Si-S2 dipo-
lar coupling becomes so strong that the second-order per-

FIG. 16. Comparison of the diffusion of Zeeman order with
the diffusion of quadrupolar order in malonic acid-d4 for crys-
tal orientation 4, with &, parallel to (0.467, -0.878, 0.098). III
the upper half, a partial spectrum monitoring the exchange of
Zeeman order is shown. The transitions are labeled with the
same numbers as in Fig. 15. In the lower half, the same area of
a 2D spectrum monitoring the diffusion of quadrupolar order is
shown. The peaks on the diagonal ml= -ar and the cross
peaks in these quadrants [e.g., lines tl,- 11, (l,-2), etc.] are in-
verted in this case. The spin-diffusion cross peaks in the lower
spectrum for T,,, =2 s show about the same intensity as in the
upper spectrum for a mixing time r,,, = 6 s, indicating clearly
that quadrupole order is transferred faster than Zeeman order.
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Diffusion of Zeeman - Order
16 ?

Diffus ion  of  Quadrupoiar  O r d e r
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0 5 10 1 5

‘if f ii& tkHii)
FIG. 19. Spin-diffusion times for diffusion of Zeeman order

by double-quantum spin flips in malonic acidLd4 as a function
of offset for crystal orientation 3. The curve is shown as a guide

. . -=~ __CQ the eye and has no theoretical significance. The exoerimental-_
points deviate strongly from the qiadratic  behavior f;und in all
the previous cases. This can be explained by the violation of the
conditions for the validity of the perturba!ion treatment.

. . -_A

FlG. 17. Two-dimensional Zeeman and quadrupolar spin-
diffusion spectra of malonic acid-d4 for crystal orientation 3.
The upper spectrum shows part of Fig. 15 and the transitions
are labeled with the same numbers. The behavior is different
from that in Fig. 16. In the upper spectrum the lines which in-
dicate spin diffusion such as (-3,-4), (3,4), etc., show almost
the same intensity as the diagonal peaks, indicating that transfer
of Zeeman order is virtually complete, while their absence in the
lower spectrum indicates that no quadrupolar order is
transferred.

O f f s e t  (kHz1

FIG. 18. Offset dependence of the ‘D spin-diffusion times
T& and Tg in malonic acid-d4 for the case of single-
quantum spin diffusion (crystal orientation 4). Comparison of
T& with Tg demonstrates again that the exchange of quadru-
polar order is faster than that of Zeeman order. The curves
represent best fits of the experimental data by parabolas.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The agreement of experimental and theoretical results
verifies that the calculatiop of the spin-diffusion rate in
resolved spectra by perturbation theory is applicable to
many practical situations. The spin-diffusion rate is pro-
portional to the square of the dipole-  coupling and to the
amplitude of the zero-quantum spectrum evaluated at

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Mixing time (s)
FIG. 20. Ratio of cross- to diagonal peak intensity’ C/D as a

function of the mixing tim? for diffusion of quadrupolar order
in malonic acid-d4 for an OfhA of 8/277-=6.04  kHz. The ex-
perimental data are compared with a numerical evaluation of
Eq. (89) with the parameters T$$ =+T&=5.86 s, determined
from the measurement of diffusion of Zeeman order, CSs =4.92
kHz2, as estimated from the measured linewidths and
~~~=0.16 s. The calculated behavior (solid line) almost coin-
cides with a single exponential with a spin diffusion time
Zj$ = 7.03 s (dashed tine).
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u=O. For offsets larger than the linewidth, the spin-
diffusion rate becomes inversely proportional to the
square of the offset, except for cases when the perturba-
tion treatment breaks down. The dominant spin-diffusion
mechanism was found to be a single-quantum process,
while double-quantum processes have also been detected
in the case of very strong dipolar coupling. In the latter
case, second-order perturbation theory becomes inappli-
cable and the offset dependence starts to deviate from the
quadratic behavior. Single-quantum spin diffusion contri-
butes to the diffusion of Zeeman as well as quadrupolar
order, while the double-quantum mechanism causes ex-
clusively the diffusion of Zeeman order.

The conservation of energy in the course of spin dif-
fusion among nonequivalent spins is either established by
the heteronuclear coupling to abundant extraneous spins
with a strong homonuclear dipolar interaction or by the
dipolar interaction among the involved spins themselves.
In the latter case, the heat capacity of the dipolar reser-
voir is often too small to allow spin diffusion to proceed
to completion. The bottleneck for spin diffusion is then
the spin-lattice relaxation of the dipolar bath.
All experiments presented in this paper have been per-

formed on 100% abundant spins. The theory presented
here remains applicable even in dilute systems for the Cal-
culation of spin diffusion between individual spins. How-
ever, it is no longer possible to assume that classes of
“equivalent” spins remain internally in thermodynamic
equilibrium because the rate constants depend on the ran-
dom spatial separations of the dilute spins. Here, the rate
of polarization exchange among equivalent spins becomes
important, leading to a very complex network of rate pro-
cesses and to nonexponential time dependence.

Single crystals were selected for all the measurements
presented here to allow comparison with theory. Howev-
er, practical applications of spin-diffusion measurements
are envisaged mainly in disordered systems.‘6>17 Spin dif-
fusion may provide structural information on heterogene-
ous systems such as polymer blends, biological materials,
and minerals.

In polycrystalline or amorphous systems, magic angle
sample spinmng must normally be applied to obtain suffi-
cient spectral resolution. Spin diffusion is strongly influ-
enced by the sample spinning. For small angular velocity,
spinning leads to an averaging of the spin-diffusion rate
over the various microcrystallite orientations. It has been
shown9p34 that this may considerably enhance the spin-
diffusion rate. For a rotation rate equal to a submultiple
of the offset between two resonance lines, the rotation
may even provide the energy balance which is required for
the spin-diffusion process.35 On the other hand, if the
spuming rate exceeds the dipolar couplings, they are aver-
aged to zero and spin diffusion is quenched36 We should
mention that related problems of spin diffusion have also
been investigated in other fields, such as electron spin res-
onance.37-3
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